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Getting the big picture in cross-domain fusion

A research agenda for scenario compilation and stakeholder interaction
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Abstract
A central promise of cross-domain fusion (CDF) is the provision of a “bigger picture” that integrates different disciplines
and may span very different levels of detail. We present a number of settings that call for this bigger picture, with
a particular focus on how information from several domains can be made easily accessible and visualizable for different
stakeholders. We propose harnessing an approach that is now well established in interactive maps, which we refer to as
the “Google maps approach” (Google LLC, Mountain View, CA, USA), which combines effective filtering with intuitive
user interaction. We expect this approach to be applicable to a range of CDF settings.

Introduction

Socio-environmental systems are highly complex and all
components are interconnected. Thus, making sustainable
and integrated management decisions is challenging. Clas-
sical decision support systems typically suffer from inade-
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quate modeling of the socio-environmental systems and in
most cases end users are not involved in their design. To
address this shortcoming, numerical models have been de-
veloped in several disciplines, based on empirical findings
or process understanding. The use of these models to ana-
lyze the impact of driving forces like climate, land use, or
other anthropogenic interventions has been a research focus
for many years, as has been scenario analysis for decision
support.

One of the main obstacles in assessing potential future
developments is the lack of direct interaction or the tem-
poral delay between stakeholder requests. Such “Digital
Twins” become even more important if different environ-
mental disciplines are involved. Methods for the analysis
of the impact of driving forces applied on single sources
of data have been well elaborated and understood in re-
cent decades. However, these data sources usually feature
a small, narrow, and isolated snapshot of a specific concept
of the real world (view). We are still lacking systematic
approaches to integrate influencing features across differ-
ent disciplines, data sources including stakeholder inter-
actions, and models. Approaches enabling and supporting
the integration of stakeholder (domain) knowledge are key
elements of the framework of methods that enable cross-
domain fusion (CDF).

In this paper, we make the case for adopting an approach
that is successfully used by applications such as Google
Maps for efficiently presenting complex map data for stake-
holder interaction and related applications that call for CDF.
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This approach involves not only the visualization itself, but
also the interactive and user-friendly modeling, which we
aim to provide for general CDF settings.

In the next section, we set the stage by motivating the
need for interactive decision support systems. We then de-
fine what we consider to be the “Google Maps approach.”
This is followed by discussions on how this approach maps
to the interpretation of climate and ocean model data, as
well as of location-based decision support systems.

From numerical models to digital twins: the
need for decision-support systems

Numerical models are important tools for system under-
standing and decision making. Earth system models (ESMs)
provide insight into the climate system, with several de-
grees of complexity simulating processes from the ocean,
atmosphere, cryosphere, and land surface, and provide pro-
jections for the future under global warming [11]. ESMs are
complex numerical constructs due to the range of variables
and spheres representing physics, chemistry, biology, and
geology. The quality of models is typically judged by how
closely they match reality, and often, high spatial resolution
is key for a realistic representation [1]. The combination
of a heterogeneous representation with high grid resolu-
tion makes ESMs one of the most demanding numerical
representations. It typically requires specialists and long
integration times on high-performance computers (HPC),
hampering the interactive and flexible use for what-if sce-
narios.

An example compartment of the Earth system is the
ocean. Simulations of the global ocean and the coastal wa-
ters are required to evaluate societally relevant changes such
as regional sea-level rises. Ocean circulation models simu-
late the movement and hydrography of the ocean. They use
a consistent physical theory based on the Navier–Stokes
equations and applied for seawater on a rotating earth [9].
Boundary conditions such as the shape of continents and
seafloor as well as driving forces from the atmosphere
(e.g., winds, heat fluxes) enable “realistic” representations
of ocean currents, water masses, and their dynamic evolu-
tions under natural variability and climate change.

Carrying out oceanic simulations requires planning and
programming of a specific configuration, the performance
on a dedicated HPC architecture, and the analysis and vi-
sualization of high-volume output fields. However, both
experiment planning and implementation as well as deci-
sion-making require more flexible approaches. Such “dig-
ital twins” are needed to enable non-specialists to inter-
actively design, set up, and perform state-of-the-art ocean
model configurations in a series of options to perform sim-
ulations under what-if scenarios, such as global change.

“Stakeholders” could involve marine scientists, e.g., for the
planning or interpretation of observations, or even authori-
ties for using the digital twins for actual disasters (oil spill,
ship safety) and planning.

Decision-support systems in hydrology were established
in the mid-1990s, when the development of hydrological
models allowed a reasonable depiction of hydrological pro-
cesses and human interactions. With the increase of cal-
culation power and the availability of real-time data, these
systems progressed to near real-time predictions of, e.g.,
floods and allowed a model-based decision on mitigation
measures [16]. As geographical information systems be-
came available, integrated modeling systems for river basin
management were developed [13]. The complexity of these
systems broadened towards water quality and agricultural
management and allowed the analysis of different manage-
ment options and their impact on the protection of water
resources, as well as the impacts of land use and climate
change.

However, the focus of the work so far has been strictly on
natural processes. Stakeholders and decision makers have
been excluded from software development and its applica-
tion. While the developed modeling systems were success-
ful in the academic world, most of them never found their
way into day-to-day decision making. Even those that were
explicitly developed to support decision making were re-
jected by the decision makers. The complex model systems
needed either too much expertise for their parameterization,
calibration, and conducting of model runs, or the model re-
sults could be only interpreted by scientists. As Brown and
Kyttä state for participatory mapping (PM), a key research
priority is “the development of more effective methods for
analyzing data from PM, especially the meaningful aggre-
gation of spatial data, usability of PM applications, and
better understanding of user behavior and responses based
on the user experience with the PM technology” [4].

Exploring complexmodels: the Google Maps
approach

One underlying challenge in the above setting is not the lack
of information, but rather the suitable filtering and presenta-
tion of the relevant information to the decision makers. Do-
mains with long experience in addressing that problem are
cartography and Geographic Information Systems (GIS),
where for one area the actual level of detail and selection
of information depend highly on the scale and type of map.
The advent of interactive mapping tools such as Google
Maps have newly emphasized the importance (and diffi-
culty) of proper automatic information filtering. While the
concept appears very natural, its realization is not trivial at
all and does not always work as expected. For example, the
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name of a city may disappear and re-appear several times
when zooming in. However, for the most part the mapping
applications work quite well, both with respect to usability
and utility [19].

We refer to the approach of interactively inspecting com-
plex models, of geographic nature or not, with a user ex-
perience inspired by modern mapping applications, such as
the “Google Maps approach.” This approach is clearly not
specific to Google Maps, but in our experience that term
seems quite effective in conveying what we mean by it.
Technically, that approach is characterized by the follow-
ing:

1. The amount of data/information potentially visualized,
i.e. the size of the underlying models, is much larger than
can be meaningfully represented at once on a screen.

2. To control which part of the data/the model should actu-
ally be shown, users apply very simple gestures, basically
just zooming and panning.

3. Based on the user selection of what part of the model
should be shown, the tool applies some filtering to the
model to reduce the amount of information such that it
can be displayed well on the screen. Performing this fil-
tering well is a central feature of the tool.

A general research question that we propose to investi-
gate is how to effectively apply the Google Maps approach
to other domains beyond mapping. Our hypothesis here is
that the Google Maps approach can facilitate efficient stake-
holder interaction across domains, due to its intuitive and
familiar user experience that requires little to no domain-
specific knowledge.

One challenge when trying to adapt the Google Maps
approach for exploring complex systems is that they may
not always be clearly associated with spatial data. One such
example is the schematic process descriptions mentioned
in the following section on visual interpretations of climate

Fig. 1 Schematics of warm sur-
face (red) and cold deep (blue
colors) flows in the Atlantic
Ocean (a), in contrast to a snap-
shot of sea level elevation (red/
blue colors for positive/negative
elevations) as measured from
a satellite (b)

data. There is already a large body of algorithm engineering
research on this done by the graph drawing community
in computer science [2]. This automatic graph drawing is
already used effectively for example for software system
design and exploration [10, 18]. However, combining the
utility of the Google maps approach with automatic graph
drawing is still a largely open problem that we aim to jointly
investigate.

Another, related research question is how to perform the
filtering. Part of that question, which must be answered in
an interdisciplinary way, is what type of information needs
to be represented, what form of knowledge is required [17].
In Google Maps, it is clear that a map of Europe should not
show individual buildings, but should focus, e.g., on capital
cities. For other domains, as proposed here, it may be less
obvious how to filter information automatically, and how
the underlying data should be structured. CDF techniques,
which may integrate data across very different granularities,
may be a key enabler for viewing systems on vastly different
scales.

Another challenge is that the results to be presented are
often subject to risk or uncertainty. Thus, one research ques-
tion is how to ensure that this is suitably clarified to the user
in an intuitive manner. It should be noted here that many
people find it difficult to grasp risk or uncertainty even in
significantly less complex representations.

An example: visual interpretations of ocean
model data

The exploration of climate predictions and ocean model
experiments is a specific task for visualization. Changes in
ocean currents and hydrography form the basis for impli-
cations for marine ecosystems and protected areas, as well
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as consequences for marine spatial planning and coastal
protection.

Climate and ocean model experiments exist in large num-
bers, often precomputed with HPC. However, these are usu-
ally too large (Terabytes of data) and too complex to be
explored and visualized by non-experts. Visual interpreta-
tions are required to summarize the content such as ocean
currents and their changes over time. To overcome simple
averaging filters, the Google Maps approach as outlined
above would allow exploration of climate data in an inter-
active and intuitive sense. Ideally, a final abstraction level
would make it possible to draw schematic, network-like
representations of processes and their changes to enable
decision-making.

Figure 1 gives an example: The climate scientist is inter-
ested in the general functioning of the physical ocean circu-
lation—in this case the interplay between warm surface and
cold deep currents in the Atlantic Ocean that regulates cli-
mate and is expected to decline under global warming [11].
In contrast, snapshots of the ocean currents (in this example,
sea level measured from a satellite or simulated by an ocean
model) show a rather noisy pattern, the “oceanic weather”
masking the mean field. The Google Maps approach should
be able to seamlessly slide between the snapshot and the
mean schematics. In an optimal sense, this visual interpre-
tation would also include uncertainties.

Location-based decision support and
recommendation

The flood of publicly available geo-referenced data fuels
an advanced analysis of big data applications beyond the
current research frontiers and provides tremendous poten-
tial for discovering new and useful knowledge for spatial
decision support and location-based recommendation [6].
Nowadays, many user activities generate data through social
media that are annotated with location and contextual infor-
mation, building a valuable source of data to discover new
and useful knowledge. For example, recommendation sys-
tems in the social context use geo-social co-location mining
in order to find social groups that are frequently found at
the same location, as proposed in [21], giving insights into
interactions between social groups that are very useful for
social-link prediction and recommendation.

With the advent of smart devices and online social net-
works, a multi-billion dollar industry has emerged that uti-
lizes the fusion of geo-referenced data and social data across
domains for advertising and marketing [5]. Geotagged so-
cial-media posts, global positioning system (GPS) traces, as
well as data from cellular antennas and WiFi access points
are used widely to directly access people for advertising,
recommendations, marketing, and group purchases.

Furthermore, in recent years, crowdsourced data has be-
come a very important additional source of data. In addition
to common quantitative metrics, this source of data enables
recommendation and decision support systems to take qual-
itative features into account, for instance the scenery or the
touristic attractiveness of a route provided in travel guide
systems [12, 20].

The incorporation of multiple attributes and diversity
of user preferences requires multi-preference recommenda-
tion approaches. In the data management community, such
approaches have been enabled by the introduction of the
skyline operator [3] that computes the pareto-optimal so-
lution in multi-dimensional preference feature spaces. In
recent decades, skyline computation became a hot research
topic due to its importance for recommender systems and
high computational requirements. Several scalable algo-
rithms [14], extensions of the topic [8], and adaptations
dedicated to transportation recommendation [15] have been
proposed.

The interlocking of the approaches mentioned above for
the exploitation of geo-referenced data with CDF tech-
niques provides tremendous potential to recommendation
and decision support systems in the context of socio-envi-
ronmental domains.

As socio-hydrologicalmechanisms become better known,
it is now necessary to bring both natural sciences and stake-
holder interaction under the roof of one modeling system.
It must be assured that both are represented adequately and
inclusively, so that complex socio-environmental processes
can be analyzed and communicated with modern visual-
ization techniques in space and time. A first step would
be to include stakeholders in the scenario development
process, carrying out interviews to analyze stakeholder per-
ception and use their knowledge for the joint development
of relevant scenarios by a consortium of stakeholders and
model developers [7]. More research is needed to allow
for an integrative stakeholder approach to unlock the full
potential of science-driven models for sound socio-environ-
mental decisions. Modeling results need to be aggregated
to a level useful to support the communication process with
the stakeholders. Thus here, we advocate a zoom-in zoom-
out approach filtering the model results to an adequate
complexity.

Conclusions

In this paper, we have made the case for applying the
“Google Maps approach” that is successfully used for user-
friendly visualizations of very large geographic models to
domains outside classical cartography, such as decision sup-
port systems, climate data exploration, location-based de-
cision support or developing what-if scenarios. Effectively,
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this is a socio-environmental-technical setting, where effi-
cient tooling is a key component. Preliminary results, e.g.,
from exploring complex software models, indicate that such
a transfer might be quite rewarding.

The underlying research questions, which reach across
domains, include how to perform effective filtering, how
to represent uncertainties, and how to use the approach in
domains not linked to spatial data. This involves a broad
range of computer science areas and communities, includ-
ing algorithm engineering, data science, graph drawing, and
human–computer interaction.
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